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READ THIS FIRST

IMPORTANT
Everything written in this document
are guidelines on how the DALDC
virtual competition takes place.
These points are not rules and
cannot be used as rules to complain
or gain points. If any of these guidelines are considered to be rules they
will be written in the rules document. However, we strongly advise
to follow these guidelines because
not following these guidelines
might eﬀect how the judges will
score.
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Welcome Champions...
This is a brand-new competition, and we are exploring some
new roads because of the Corona Pandemic. We are all in a
learning process and we request your patience and understanding if things change or go wrong.
Please bear in mind we are not starting this competition to
waste your time or money or eﬀorts. We created this competition so you can keep dancing. We need your support to grow
this into a new era of competitions.
We have the privilege to use the Most Advanced Dance Competition application in the world. Holland is the ﬁrst country in the
world to use this application and to test its success. Having said
this there will be a lot of new technology-based tasks for you to
do so we ask you to follow us step by step.
Things along the way might be new or strange or seem to go
wrong but they all have a reason. Please keep asking questions
so you will understand. Since we are the ﬁrst country testing
this application, we might have to adjust certain things upon
you feedback so be aware of this.
TIP: if you are technically not the best try to get a friend to help
you
Most of all DO NOT FRUSTRATE yourself we are here to help
you have a smooth ride.
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THE COMPETITION STRUCTURE
The DALDC Virtual competition consists of 2

Rounds of competition:
Semiﬁnals and Finals. From now on to be named ROUND 1 &
ROUND 2. Each of the rounds will have its own dynamics according
to each division.

ROUND 1

The SEMIFINAL

Part 1: The Recording:
Since this is a virtual competition, we
need you to send us your performance. This needs to be recorded
through our special application called
“SETTLE” which has been gifted to us
in this competition. You will need to
test the application and get your
location to be approved before you
can continue. You will also be asked
to ﬁlm for us some extra material for
instance, give us a tour of your house,
tell us about your life, show us how
you train etc., the more the better.
Part 2: The Judging:
After we have received your performance, the judges will watch your
performance and give you the scores
via the SETTLE app.
Part 3: The DALDC semiﬁnal episodes
After the results are announced, we
will release the episodes and small
clips of round one. These clips and
episode can be seen on our VOD Platform for the world to watch your
talent.

ROUND 2

The FINALS

Part 1: The Recording:
Just like in the semiﬁnals we need you
to record your performance once
again – you will have some time to
perfect it or maybe even make some
changes. You will need to record your
performance through our SETTLE
mobile app and send it to us. We will
also ask you again to ﬁlm for us some
extra material for instance, what does
winning this competition mean to you,
some shout outs from your friends or
family etc.
Part 2: The Live show:
The live show will be recorded where
you will have to appear in our Virtual
show, the judges will judge your
video and you will receive your score
and feedback on your performance.
Part 3: The DALDC AUDIENCE Broadcast &
LIVE RESULTS
After the recording of the live show
you will receive your results on the day
we broadcast this episode to the
audience. This day your friends and
family will watch your recording and
you will receive live the results for the
audience to see, and the winner will
be announced.
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SEMI FINAL
PART 1: THE RECORDING

IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER:
You have ONLY 1 opportunity to record your
Choreography.

ONE CHANCE TO DANCE
The application we use makes it possible for you to record the video only one
time. This to give you the feeling of a regular live competition where you also
have one chance to dance.. But before you record your video…
First you will need to register on the DALDC website.
After you ﬁnish the registration for the competition you will receive a payment
request. Later you will receive your login and password. You then can download
the app from the IOS store or Android store as soon as it opens.
The name of the app is called “SETTLE EVENTS”
You would then login and buy your division pass, or redeem your voucher in case
you have already paid. You can enter as many divisions as you want.
On the website you would need to follow the Schedule. The schedule on the
website will show you all the deadlines when to deliver your videos, when
judging starts when are the results etc.. Please do not start to read the schedule
when the competition has already started but at least 1 month before, so you
have time to ask questions.
To deliver the material you will have go through 3 steps and PRACTICE button
You can only move to the next step when you have ﬁnished the previous Step.
For example you can not go immediately to step 3 if you have not done step 1
and step 2. You may use the practice button as many times as you like.

STEP 1: Technical Check & Location Check
STEP 2: Extra Videos
STEP 3: FINAL SHOW

DALDC

PRACTICE Button

Lets explain all the steps....
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STEP 1:
TECHNICAL CHECK & LOCATION CHECK
TECHNICAL CHECK
In Step one you will need to check all technical aspects of your phone as in:
1. Does the app work on your phone
2. Do you have strong internet
3. Solutions if you face any problems
4. Can your phone handle uploading the video
5. do you understand how to record your ﬁnal video?
PRACTICE

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

PRACTICE

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

START BY WATCHING THE TUTORIAL
- You are obligated to send us 1 test recording
- the best is to test in the location were you also are going to ﬁlm your step 4
- an important check will be your internet connection and the phone you use.
- Start with testing the practice button.
Test 1: Record 10 seconds of video it can be the ﬂoor etc.
Test 2: If the recording and upload is successful you now can try and record
1.30 minutes or 2 minutes depends on of you dance solo couple or group
(if you face any issues doing this contact Technical Help desk.

- The phone with the most success to use the app is the iPhone.
- Here are some tips when you have an android phone:
- Do not ﬁlm in 4k
- Try another phone if the recording doesn’t work
- Make sure your video size not bigger than 80 MB
- Make sure you have strong WIFI connection on your phone but most of all stable
- Uploading can sometimes take up to 20 mins depending on your internet
That’s why it’s best to test this at the location when you are not practicing.
- There is a percentage bar showing you the progress of your upload if this
progress bar is in a standstill close the app and try again. Worst case contact
Technical help desk
- Its mandatory to do the above 2 tests and if you face problems contact the Technical Help
desk. Please do this as early as possible because the sooner you know if your phone works
the easier it is when you do the next steps
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STEP 1:
TECHNICAL CHECK & LOCATION CHECK
LOCATION CHECK
If you face no issues in the Technical Check you
are now ready to do the Location check. We at
the DALDC need to approve your location
where you are going to ﬁlm for the following
reasons:
- because we are making web episodes, we
need to see your location and check if it looks
good on camera. You can ﬁlm your choreography almost anywhere as long as you avoid
messy backgrounds, light coming from behind,
a mirror from behind. Disco lights and ﬂashing
light are allowed as long as they are not
moving and blinking in the camera lens.
- In the app you will ﬁnd a tutorial on how to
make this video. If your test recording is not ok,
you will receive feedback in your app that you
need to follow and send a new Location
recording.
- The test can be with or without your performance costume. However, we suggest wearing
the costume so that we check if the background doesn’t blend with your costume.
- You need to use the camera in the application
- You are allowed to decide what location you
want to ﬁlm your show, this will not aﬀect your
score.
- Try not to have a location with a background
that distracts your performance
- NO windows behind you with light coming in
- We need to see you dance a bit of your
choreography to see if you are inside the
frame of the camera and not too small
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SOME EXAMPLES OF THE CORRECT WAY

Background Mirrors and Front Mirrors ARE NOT ALLOWED. We kindly
askyou to cover all mirrors for two main reasons: 1. It is confusing for the judges.
2. It allows competitors to more easily adjust for mistakes, such as poor position
on stage or between dancers, while performing. This is a clear advantage that
you would not have under normal competing circumstances. (Points will be
deducted when using mirrors)
•
IF THERE ARE MIRRORS, they are allowed only on side walls and not in the
background.
- make sure you make this Test video at least 2 or 3 weeks before the actual STEP
4 recording. Last minute will result to problems and frustrations.
When you are ﬁnished our team will approve your location and only then you are
allowed to move to step 2. Follow the schedule to see when it is the deadline to
ﬁnish this Step.
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STEP 2:
EXTRA RECORDINGS
As we mentioned before we decided to make web episodes and clips out of the
recordings we make. Because we want as many people as possible to watch your
performance. What better way to do this than online? The episodes will be available on our Video on Demand Platform.
You may have all seen an episode of Holland's Got Talent or America's Got Talent,
where before a performance you get to know a bit more about the competitor.
In step 3, we ask you to create a few clips and upload pictures. We give you 11
options in the app. We ask you to upload at least 5 pictures, because we need
them for your certiﬁcate and for the judges, and to introduce yourself, otherwise
the viewers won't know who you are. And we then ask you to choose 3 more
options.
Of course you are welcome to record all the
clips, the more material we have, the better
your personal performance clip will be.
Every question has a tutorial for you to see
how to make these videos. This is a time
when you can tell the world who you are
and share your story.
PRACTICE

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

PRACTICE

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

•
If you have your performance ﬁlmed
on location at the recording days, our team
can also ﬁlm the clips for you if you want.
You are allowed to edit or create your own
video’s and upload it through the app
•
Make sure you ﬁlm the video’s where
you have to answer a question in a location
where there is no echo. Most of the time
the dance studio has echo, so ﬁlm them in a
small room, like your living room, your car,
your bedroom, your oﬃce or your school.
Any fun place you can think of. We want
these videos to be fun
•
The video’s where you do not have to
speak make them creative. Have fun doing
it, like on the beach, in the park, with
friends, in your living room etc. Look for a
place to make these video’s where you have
good light and a background where we can
learn more about who you are.
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STEP 2:
EXTRA RECORDINGS
•
You are allowed to use you own camera
or Gimbal whatever you want. Later you can
select these video’s and upload them by using
the app. If you face any problems uploading
them, you can always contact our Technical
helpdesk
•
It is not mandatory to record the clips. If
you choose not to we cannot make a clip of
your performance, because we have no material. You will then of course still participate in the
contest, but you won't get a perormance clip
to use for yourself afterwards. Also, we cannot
show your performance in the episodes.
•
If for private reasons you do not want to
make these video’s you need to let us know
and sign a document, you do not want to make
them. Your show will than only be used to
judge but you will not appear in the episodes
or promotion of the competition. We do hope
all of you to be part of it in making this competition unique and special in order to show the
world we keep on dancing no matter what.
•
The questions and videos are related to
your life, love for Latin dance and your passion
for competition. No personal questions will be
asked.
•
After you ﬁnished recording these
videos you will move to step 3. Follow the
schedule to see when is the deadline to ﬁnish
this Step. But before we go to step 3 lets talk
about PRACTICING ﬁrst
LAST POINT: You are not being judged by the
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REHEARSALS BUTTON
Before we go to the
Final step we want
you to focus on the
R E H E A R S A L
BUTTON.

PRACTICE

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

PRACTICE

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

This button is especially
created for you to practice
your choreography and see
how it looks before you
make your actual
choreography.

Do not forget this is a Virtual competition and
you are not dancing in front of the judges but
you are dancing in front of a camera, so you
need to look good.
Make sure you are visible, the quality is good
enough, the light the sound, the connection
with the camera, there is no real audience to
cheer you up its only your own team mates. If
you are not too small etc etc. You now have a
lot of diﬀerent things to think about other
than only your performance.
In order to get you ready for the show we
created the REHEARSAL BUTTON. The
rehearsal button prepares you for STEP 3. The
only diﬀerence is: in the Rehearsal button you
can start over as many times as you want but in
Step 3 you only have 1 chance to record your
show.

It is mandatory to practice using
the practice button minimal 10 times or
more use it as much as you want to be
sure you look good
Record and test as much as you
want
If you face technical issues You
need to contact the Technical help desk to
give you a solution, but most probably the
problems have already been ﬁxed in step
1.
If everything goes well the system
automatically saves your recordings so
you can look back and see your rehearsals
and improve
When practicing practice exactly
the way you would do in your ﬁnal recording.
There is a tutorial explaining you
how to use the practice button.

Important to remember:
• You can use the PRACTICE button as much as you
want. Even when the practice button shows you are
disqualiﬁed you can try it again until it works on your
phone.
• In the step 4 you have only ONE (1) opportunity to
perform your choreography in the app. You can NOT
repeat the video and there are no second chances.
• Do not play the music from the same phone you are
recording with, use a separate device and a person to
help you record and play the music.
• If during your performance you step out of the
camera we will not allow you to record again, If a
problem happens with your shoe, your dance etc
continue dancing like you would normally do in competition. But to prevent mistakes from happening make
sure you practice. (Remember some of these points
mentioned may have an eﬀect on your score, so make
sure you Practice using the Practice button to prevent
this from happening)
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STEP 3
FINAL RECORDING
The day has come, and you are ready to submit you Final recording.
Exciting !!!
Let’s start by reminding you again: You have only

ONE CHANCE TO DANCE

The Step 3 Button you can only use 1 time – there are no do overs.
On the day of the recording follow these steps to start your recording
(Hopefully you have used the practice button many times to practice this
so you will not make mistakes).
PRACTICE

PRACTICE

STEP 1

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 3

1.
2.
3.

Open the settle app 15 min before your time
Make sure you are warmed up
Make sure all the ﬁnal checks are done like:
Music, light, camera, shoes, costume etc. etc. etc.
Make sure your battery is charged (use a charger battery)
Check the ﬂoor (1 hour before)
Make sure someone is playing the music for you
Your choreography is ready
Make sure nobody can call you during your recording
Relax and get READY to give your best performance

4.
Make sure you have a second camera ready to ﬁlm the PROOF.
You need to have this proof to show us you that if something goes wrong
during the recording that is technically related you have proof you did
everything correctly. Only then we will give you the opportunity to record
again. How to setup the PROOF Camera will be explained in the tutorial
inside the app.
Now click on step 3:
You will automatically see a message that will give you ﬁrst a
tutorial to watch on how to setup for this step and how to setup the proof
video. If you have any questions after watching the tutorial call our Technical Helpdesk.
5.

DALDC

Click now on “Record

Choreography competition”
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STEP 3
FINAL RECORDING
WARNING 1:
•
After the tutorial and after clicking
“Record Choreography Competition” you will
receive the ﬁrst warning message reminding you
that you can only record your choreography once.
This means you only have one chance to DANCE.

WARNING 2:
After you clicked Next the 2nd warning will let you
know that the Timer starts running from the moment
you “PRESS YES I AM READY” in the next message.

WARNING 3:
Now Click NEXT WARNING 3:
We give you one more chance to cancel in case
you are not ready but when you press “YES I’M
READY” your count down starts.
The extra time you have depends on the category you have

DALDC

SOLOISTS: will have 1 minute extra giving you
a total time of: 2 minutes and 30 seconds

COUPLES AND GROUPS: will have 1 minute
extra giving you a total time of: 3 minutes
COMPETITION STRUCTURE & SETTLE APP
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STEP 3
FINAL RECORDING
Now Click the RED RECORD BUTTON and
your recording starts:

1. We have given you 1 minute in case you need
it but we advise you not to start testing your
music or camera or anything at this moment.
Make sure this is all done before.
2. Normally you would expect the countdown
to start when you press record but that is not
the case here. The moment you press YESS I
AM READY the countdown starts. Do not make
this mistake. You might not even have pressed
the record button yet but the timer has already
started. So…

Then start in the following order:
1. You need to be already in Position walking to
your position is not allowed. Only if you have no
help you are allowed to walk to your position, but
we then also need to see you are the one pressing
the buttons and playing the music (please look at
the rules section entering and exciting the stage,
penalties will apply)
2. Take your position
3. Let someone Start the music for you (or do it
yourself)
4. Dance your choreography
5. End by holding your position for 3 seconds (if not
penalty will apply)
6. Then walk oﬀ the stage (please keep it short)
7. When ﬁnished press the RECORD Button again
8. Immediately After You need to press the CHECKbutton on an Android phone or USE VIDEO on the
iPhone
Do not click the RETAKE Button, or decide to watch
the Video ﬁrst Immediately press the USE VIDEO
button. (Don’t forget you have only 1 minute to do
all the extra things, so make sure you have practiced this before in the PRACTICE BUTTON)
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STEP 3
FINAL RECORDING
UPLOAD YOUR VIDEO
After you clicked the button USE VIDEO or the
CHECK BUTTON
the application automatically starts to upload your
video.
You can see in the progress bar how far the upload
is. Please remember this can take some time
depends on the quality of your recording or the
speed of your internet.
You now must wait for the message “Successfully
uploaded” appears conﬁrming that your recording
was uploaded successfully. DO NOT exit the app or
turn oﬀ your phone before making sure your video
has been uploaded.

RELAX AND WAIT:
Now you are done and you can wait for the results
Follow the schedule to know when Judging will be
and when the results will be.
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STEP 3
FINAL RECORDING
What to do when your video is rejected or you had
Technical errors?
•
If you experience technical diﬃculties
during the recording and the fault is on our side,
we will allow you to redo the recording. We aim to
make sure you complete your recording on the
day.
•
If during your performance the person who
is helping you makes a mistake when playing the
music for example. You can start over as long as
you have not started dancing for more than 3
seconds. For example if your dj makes a mistake
you need to react immediately and repeat the show do not forget you
have ony one minute extra. We allow this because this is the ﬁrst time of
a Virtual competition so we will be ﬂexible and we do not judge the
people that help you. However practice so that this doesn’t happen using
the PRACTICE Button
In order to approve this you will need to send us proof. The second
PROOF camera needs to ﬁlm everything. With “everything” we mean the
moment you click open the application until the moment you see successfully uploaded. If at anytime something technically goes wrong, you will
have to send us the proof so we can learn from it but also explain to you
where it went wrong. If you have no proof, you will not be allowed to
record again.
The proof video can be uploaded through the app in Step 3 (see image).
If this doesn’t appear or for any reason you cannot do it, contact the technical help desk and we will help you.

•
TIP: Some competitors have a second camera next to the original
camera also ﬁlming the choreography in case something goes wrong with
the phone.
•
TIP: We will provide weekly webinars where you can get answers
to all your questions.
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LAST MINUTE & MISSING DEADLINES
Deadlines are given so that we are sure we have all materials on time.
But we understand that sometimes time and work and the Life we live now
don’t allow you to be ﬂexible in time. We will take this into consideration.
We know many of you think to wait and deliver on the last day because than you
have more time to practice. But we advise you to deliver your video as soon as
possible when you are ready perhaps even 1 week before. If 80% waits till the
last day we will not be able to help you 100% in case it is necessary.
So if you are 100% conﬁdent that your phone and application work, go ahead
and record it on the last day. But if you are not sure and your prefer to be safe
we advise you to do it earlier.
In order to prevent to have all issues happening on the last day We have decided
that we do not give technical support 1 day before the deadline of STEP 3. If you
think you need support do not wait for the last day: on this day Technical help
desk is closed.
Be on time and do not risk a ﬁne or exclusion from participation! If the deadline
is missed and you still want to participate in the contest, you will pay a ﬁne of
€10. If judging has already started or it is technically not possible to take part
anymore, you cannot participate in the contest. Refunds are not possible.
(penalties will apply)
Using the application can bring a lot of new challenges for you so we advise you
to plan ahead and calculate problems. Even if the problem is from our side we
will ﬁx it but we also need time to ﬁx it and this will be impossible when it’s the
last day. Please work with us to make this a smooth ride for our whole team as
well.
The recording day will already be established for each of the categories.
Remember to review the general schedule detailed on the competition website
where you can see the Deadlines and the schedule. Remember that you will
have only one opportunity to make the ﬁnal recording or step 3.
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ROUND 1

SEMI FINAL
PART 3: EPISODES
After the scores have been given, the DALDC production team will release the episodes to the
World. Everyone will be in the episode with their full show and scores. Share these episodes with
the world because the more people watching the episodes, the better.
We will also share your show clips and the episodes on our VOD platform - Just Like NETFLIX :)

V I R T U ALATIN
L
DUTCH AFRO
DANCE CHAMPIONSHIP 2021

DALDC

REALITY TV SHOW SEASON 1
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ROUND 1

SEMI FINAL
PART 2: JUDGES
•
On the days of the judging, the judges
will score your performance. You will receive a
notiﬁcation when your show is being watched
by the judge. You will also receive a notiﬁcation when the results are released.
When the results are released you are allowed
to see the videos of the other choreographies
from the competitors inside your category.
You cannot watch the choreographies from
the other categories.
Follow the schedule to see when judging will
take place.
•
In round 1 Judges will score your
performance from their homes.
•
Just like in a live competition, judges
cannot see your show twice or compare all
shows ﬁrst and then give their scores. In the
application, the functions are automated
therefore no part of the process can be
repeated. Judges can only watch and judge
your show 1 time.
•
The performances will be in alphabetic
order.
•
In the app the judges have a feature
called: Judges Feedback. If the judges feel or
want to give you feedback on your show, they
now can. This feedback is private and personal
and cannot be used in any way to make publicity.

•
When the results have been released
and everyone has received their scores, competitors have 24 hours to ﬁle a complaint.
•
The main judge will look over your complaint and decide if this is correct or not.
Please follow the Penalties and complaint
document to get a clear understanding of
what you are allowed to complain about.
•
After 24 hours, the ﬁnal results will be
published.
•
Please remember the application will
be closed during the time of judging.
•
IMPORTANT: You are not allowed to
release your scores or scores from others
publicly until after the episodes are released
(or you will risk to be disqualiﬁed). The reason
for that is if people already know the scores,
less people will watch the show and we want
lots of people to see your show, right?
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ROUND 2

THE FINAL
PART 1: THE RECORDING
step 1 Technical Check & Location Check
During the judging round 1 the application will be closed. When the results of round 1 are
released we will open up the application and you can start Round 2.
Once you have completed your round 1 or you have been moved to round 2 your performance
will be judged in the ﬁnals. Round 2 will be as follows:
You will use the Application and click on round 2.
There you will have again the PRACTICE Button and Step 1 and Step 2 and Step 3.

PRACTICE

The PRACTICE button will be the same as in round 1 for you to use and practice recording your
second show.

step 2 Extra Videos
Just like in round 1, we'll ask you questions. This time we give you 8 options, and we'll ask you
to answer at least how it feels to be in the ﬁnals. Of course you may make all the other clips as
well, the more material we have, the more fun your personal performance clip will be!

step 3 Recording
Just like in Round 1, you have to send us your recording of the Final show. The procedure will
be the same as in Round 1. All divisions must follow this step. If your category was automatically
moved to round 2 you do not need to record a new choreography. We will use your
choreography of round 1.
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ROUND 2

THE FINALS
PART 2: JUDGES
•
This is the moment you have been waiting for. Diﬀerent
from round 1 this time you will be judged live on our virtual stage in
the Park theater in Hoorn, Holland where you will be Virtually in
front of the judges receiving your scores and feedback based on
your Final recording. The live show will be recorded, edited and
presented as the Finals Series. (one last time to be sure, NO, you do
not dance live in your house or studio in front of the judges they will
watch your video) If corona rules change you might be performaning
live in front of the judges with no audience but that is not sure as of
now.
•
However, during this recording 1 of the 3 scores will be
hidden. You will receive your ﬁnal score on the DAY of the virtual
broadcasting event where you and your friends and family can
watch virtually the competition and where you will come in live into
the show to receive your ﬁnal results.
•
We need you to appear in the live show in your Competition
dance outﬁt.
•
Through the SETTLE App or Via a special link you will arrive
in the Backstage Area where the Virtual stage manager will let you in
when it is your time for you enter the live show. You will be notiﬁed
when to be ready.
•

Make sure your internet connection and camera are ready.

•
After the show you will receive judges’ feedback. After that
you will receive your score, 1 out of the 3 scores will be crossed out.
•
If you are not present at the live show, round 2 will be
counted as a no show and will result in disqualiﬁcation.
•
If for some technical reason you cannot access the live show,
make sure you have a backup plan as in a diﬀerent location where
you can access.
•
The production team will have a mandatory rehearsal and
test with you to make sure your camera sound etc. is tested.
•
You have to be in the backstage area at least 1 hour before,
but the exact time will be given to you in your application
•
Make sure your battery of your phone is charged, however
we strongly recommend using a computer and no mobile phone.

DALDC

•
If the connection is bad due to your internet or when you
are using a mobile phone with bad connection, please make sure you
have a backup location ready to go to. Even though we call this the
live show, it is still being recorded and edited into episodes.
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ROUND 2

DANCE CHAMPIONSHIP 2021

THE FINALS
PART 3:
FINAL RESULTS &
LIVE BROADCASTING
During this day the world will know who will be the winners of the ﬁrst DALDC Virtual
competition. You your friends and family can start watch parties.
With our special platform you will have access to the broadcasting in this live broadcasting the audience will watch your performance and at the end of your category you
will come in live into the broadcasting and will receive your ﬁnal score and you will be
crowned Dutch champion.
Make sure during this broadcasting you have your friends family with you so we can all
enjoy the joy of the winners.
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CAMERA SETTINGS
•

Make sure to use a smartphone to record your performance. Your phone
must meet the required speciﬁcations. If you do not have a cell phone with
the characteristics, please ask a friend to use his or her phone.

•

We recommend using phones from the last 2 years.

•

Make sure you do not record on the highest level possible

•

Make sure your phone is completely charged.

•

Make sure you have someone extra with you to help you to play the music
and press record and to make the proof video.

•

Make sure you practice your routine in the exact spot where you are
going to record.

•

Make sure there are no distractions, no walking pets, or people in your shot,
and turn oﬀ the sound of other people's phones.

•

Make sure you have done enough practice and used the app PRACTICE button
at least 5 times before you do the ﬁnal performance.

•

The system automatically saves your last practice – for you to see your rehearsal.

•

Only you can see the rehearsal video and it cannot be shared.

•

Make sure you have good internet speed min of 5 mb upload speed and
make sure its stable – we advise you to use wiﬁ.

•

You can use WIFI or your data from your phone.

•

The camera needs to be in a still position – Nobody should hold the camera
with their hands. – You need to use a stand or tripod. No gimbals use is
allowed in STEP 3

•

Try to shoot your recording in a place with enough light.

•

You can use any location you want as long as you make sure the location
is not distracting from your performance. It is up to you to chose.

DALDC
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CAMERA SETTINGS
Make sure your dance space is for:
•
Soloist: minimum 4x4 or 5x5 meter
•
Couple: minimum 5x5 or 6x5 meter
•
Group 6x5 Or 9x7 meter (depends on the size of the group)
•
Keep
the
camera around 4
meters away from
you. But this can be
diﬀerent with
diﬀerent phones. So,
test this.

•
If you have a camera with a wide-angle lens,
you can use it as long as you use the camera of the
application not your own camera on your phone.

•
As a backup plan if possible, Have a second
camera recording in the same position in case the
ﬁrst fails.
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CAMERA SETTINGS
•
Make sure every person, every hand
and every position you travel is visible in the
camera
•
If you have acrobatics in your show,
please test that they are visible on camera.
•
Make sure you practice in your chosen
space and ﬁlm yourself, so you will not make
mistakes during the RECORDING Day (Don’t
forget during the recording day you only have
1 chance)
•
In case necessary, mark your area with
tape, so you know exactly where the corners
of your dance space are and to make sure that
you are always visible in the camera. Do NOT
mark with shoes, bags, clothes etc.

•

IMPORTANT!! Film in Landscape NEVER
Portrait mode
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CAMERA SETTINGS
•
To test if you are completely visible in
the camera during your whole show, spread
out your hands in the air and to the side to
make sure your hands and the styling you do is
visible. (See the tutorial)

•
Your device must stand on its own, not
someone holding a phone or camera. Use a
tripod or a stable platform to put the camera.

•
Do not put the camera on the ﬂoor.
Make sure the camera is on 1.10m height
(depends on the distance, please test)

•

Make sure your costume stands out from the background

YES

NO
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Light SETTINGS
•

Make sure you ﬁlm in an area where there is enough lighting.

•

If possible, you can use the following light setup but make sure the
camera does not see the light.

•

Make sure you have enough light from the front, not only from the back.

•

Please remember, the judges need to be able to see all your facial
reactions and hand movements and feet movements.

•

You are allowed to use disco light or colored light as long as they are not
moving or blinking.

•

Do not ﬁlm with windows behind you or any type of light directly behind you.
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AUDIO SETTINGS
•

Make sure your music is on a separate device playing on your speakers so you
can hear the music well when you are dancing. Example- The camera you are
ﬁlming with should not also be playing the music.

•

Make sure you have someone who can play the music for you

•

When you are recording step 2, the extra videos, please make sure you record
in a space with no noise. Speak loud and clear. Repeat and practice ﬁrst in case
necessary.

GOOD AUDIO IS SUPER IMPORTANT

INTERNET SETTINGS
•

Run a speed test at www.speedtest.net

•

Your Download speed needs to be minimum 10 MB

•

Your Upload speed needs to be at least 5 MB

•

Try to make sure nobody in the house or studio uses internet during the recording.

•

Use a laptop when you are in the Live show and if possible, use internet on a cable.
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